from a plan corpus); and, (iii) The method addresses
the issue of intention change and abandonment, and
can appropriately resolve the issue of the recognition of multiple intentions. The several aspects of
the method have been experimentally evaluated in
applications and achieving definite success, using
the Linux plan corpus and the so-called IPD plan
corpora, which are playing sequences generated by
game playing strategies needing to be recognized, in
the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma. One other application concerns variations of Elder Care in the context
of Ambient Intelligence.
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Abstract
1

Decision making about which are the scrutinized intentions of others, usually called intention reading or
intention recognition, is an elementary basic decision
making process required as a basis for other higherlevel decision making, such as the intention-based
decision making which we have set forth in previous
work. We present herein a recognition method possessing several features desirable of an elementary
process: (i) The method is context-dependent and
incremental, enabling progressive construction of a
three-layer Bayesian network model as more actions
are observed, and in a context-situated manner
that relies on a logic programming knowledge base
concerning the context; (ii) The Bayesian network is
structured from a specific knowledge base of readily
specified and readily maintained Bayesian network
fragments with simple structures, thereby enabling
the efficient acquisition of that knowledge base (engineered either by domain experts or else automatically

Introduction

Decision about what another agent intends to do, or
recognition of his/her intentions, is quite ubiquitous.
Driving on the street, we often have to recognize intentions of other drivers for our safety. Do they want
to turn right, turn left, or just go straight? Talking
to friends, for a smooth conversation we usually need
to recognize what they intend, as messages are not
always very explicitly conveyed. To secure a successful collaboration with others, we recognize what they
want and intend to do. One might risk one’s life or
the life of one’s beloved if one cannot recognize the
intentions of a hostile enemy.
We propose a method for making a decision about
the intentions of others in a dynamic, real-world environment. An important aspect of intentions is
future-directedness, i.e., if we intend something now,
we mean to execute a course of actions to achieve
something in the future [10, 73]. Most actions may
be executed only at a far distance in time. During that period, the world is changing, and the initial intention may be changed to a more appropriate one or even abandoned [80, 11, 26]. To act appropriately, especially when beneficial to take into
account intentions of others, as for our previously
implemented intention-based decision making framework [32, 67, 43, 33, 41, 42], an intention recogni-
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tion method should take into account these changes,
and, when necessary, be able to reevaluate the decision making model itself, depending on some time
limit. In addition, as new actions are observed, the
model should be reconfigurable to incorporate them.
In other words, the model is incremental and, furthermore, the intention recognition prediction must
be available at anytime [30].
Generally, intention recognition (also called goal
recognition) is defined as the process of becoming
aware of the intention of another agent and, more
technically, as the problem of inferring an agent’s intention through its actions and their effects on the
environment [16, 83, 44, 2, 42]. Plan recognition is
closely related to intention recognition, extending it
to also recognize the plan the observed agent is following in order to achieve his intention [74, 2]. Mere intention recognition is performed in domains in which
it is preferred to have a fast detection of just the user
goal/intention rather than a more precise but time
consuming detection of the user’s complete plan, e.g.,
in the interface agents domain [2, 47, 55]. Like most
other intention or plan recognition work, we assume
that the actions to be used for the recognition task
are given, and are observed with certainty. Usually,
the actions are given by an action or activity recognition system (see, e.g. [86, 22]). Dealing with uncertainty in action recognition is beyond the scope of our
work here 1 . Generally, the inputs to both intention
and plan recognition systems are a set of conceivable
intentions and a set of plans for achieving each intention, given in terms of a plan library [16, 26] or
a plan corpus [7, 8, 3]). There are also generative
approaches based on planning algorithms, which do
not require plan library/corpus (e.g., see [70]).
The future-directedness of intentions also means
that once an agent intends something, he has settled
on a particular course of action [10, 17, 80, 73]. This
makes the intentions relatively stable, pending new
information. An agent who made the decision to act
in a certain way commits to sticking to this decision
till there are reasons to trigger further deliberations

[10, 80]. In other words, intentions are relatively resistant to reconsideration unless there are pondered
reasons to do so [11, 10, 80, 73, 42]. Following this,
any attempt to tackle the issues of intention change
or abandonment cannot be solely based on observable
actions. The reasons why the intention is changed or
abandoned must be taken into account. There can
be changes in the environment—possibly enacted by
other agents—that impel the observed agent to refrain from following his initial intentions. Agents
may also imitate or adopt intentions of other more
successful agents—a form of social learning usually
implemented in the context of Evolutionary Game
Theory (see discussion later). And here the contextdependent modeling appears to be unavoidable, in
order to provide more accurate decision about others’ intentions (Section 7).
In this work, we resort to Bayesian Networks (BNs)
as the intention recognition model. The flexibility of
BNs for representing probabilistic dependencies and
the efficiency of inference methods for BNs have made
them an extremely powerful and natural tool for
problem solving under uncertainty [62, 63]. To perform intention recognition, we construct a three-layer
BN [65, 67, 41]—justified based on Heinze’s causal
intentional model [44, 83]—and use it for evidential
reasoning from observations to intention hypothesis.
We surmise a knowledge representation method to
support incremental BN model construction for performing intention recognition during runtime, from
an initially given domain knowledge base. As more
actions are observed, a new BN is constructed from
the previous one reinforcing some intentions whilst
ruling out others. This incremental method allows
domain experts to specify knowledge in terms of small
and simple BN fragments, which can be easily maintained and changed, and which are used to compose
the situated ongoing BN model. Alternatively, these
fragments can be easily learned from data. We also
propose a method to represent relationships among
intentions, when considering the case of agents that
may pursue multiple intentions simultaneously (Section 5). It is an indispensable aspect, but mostly
1 Though in our paper “Moral Reasoning with Uncertainty”
omitted in prior work, which moreover allows us to
[40], we address the case of judging under uncertainty of actual
actions performed, and the dispensing of a verdict by a jury, sometimes significantly decrease the complexity of
illustrated with an example.
the BN inference [28].
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Our method is generally inspired in that knowledge experts often consider a related set of variables together, and organize domain knowledge in
larger chunks. An ability to represent conceptually
meaningful groupings of variables and their interrelationships facilitates both knowledge elicitation and
knowledge base maintenance [52]. To this end, there
have been several methods proposed for Bayesian
Network construction from small and easily maintained network fragments [62, 68, 56, 52, 89, 59, 51].
In essence, a combination of BNs is a graph that
includes all nodes and links of the networks, where
nodes with the same name are combined into a common node. The main issue for a combination method
is how the influence of different parents of the common node can be combined in the new network, given
the partial influence of each parent in the corresponding fragment. The most extensively used and popular
combination method is Noisy-Or, firstly proposed by
[62] for BNs of Boolean variables, and generalized by
[82, 21] for the general case of arbitrary domains. The
Noisy-OR method is discussed in Section 4.

Related Work

Work on intention and plan recognition has been
paid much of attention for more than thirty years,
and a large number of methods have been applied.
They can be roughly categorized into two main
groups: Consistency and Probabilistic approaches
[2, 81, 26, 74].
Consistency approaches face the problem by determining which intention is consistent with the observed actions, i.e. whether the observed actions
match with at least a plan achieving the intention.
The earliest work on plan recognition belongs to this
group [76, 88, 49, 46]. More recent work can be found
in a rather comprehensive survey by [74]. The problem with the consistency approaches is that they cannot handle well the case where the current observed
actions enable more than one intention—they cannot
directly select between those intentions.
Probabilistic approaches, on the other hand, are
mainly based on Bayesian network and (Hidden)
Markov models [16, 69, 24, 1, 24, 18, 1, 14, 48, 83, 77,
26, 65, 67, 3]. A significant advantage of the probabilistic approaches is that they can directly address
the above issue of the consistency approaches—by
finding the most probable intentions given the current observations, on the basis of accumulated statistical evidence or simply subjective beliefs encoded in
a Bayesian network or Markov model.
Bayesian approaches have exhibited the most successful models applied to intention/plan recognition
[16, 69, 29, 27, 26]. The first model was built by
[15, 16]. Depending on the structure of plan libraries,
a knowledge-based model construction is employed
to build BNs from the library—which is then used
to infer the posterior probability of explanations (for
the set of observed actions). This approach, mostly
advanced by [29] and especially in the more recent
work [26] 2 , addresses a number of issues in intention/plan recognition, e.g., when the observed agent
follows multiple intentions or interleaved plans simultaneously; fails to observe actions; addresses partially
ordered plans. However, there are some important
aspects not yet explored therein, partially for the

The rest of this article has the following structure.
The next section describes a short review of prior
work, pointing out those limitations of that work
which we address in our method (Section 2). Section 3 recalls some background of BNs that is necessary for further discussion of the intention recognition method, which is described in detail in Section 4.
Section 5 describes a method for expressing relationships amongst intention variables in a BN model for
intention recognition. Section 6 discusses terminologies used for the evaluation of our method, including
the evaluation metrics, and the first set of experimental results on the Linux plan corpus. Section 7
presents our own, so-called IPD plan corpora benchmarks based on the iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma, and
show our experimental results for it. We also describe how to incorporate contextual information in
our model, and how it helps to improve the intention
recognition performance. Section 8 proffers some extensions of our method to take into account contex2 Note that this work is based on Bayesian inference, though
tual information. Further developments and concludthey do not build Bayesian networks as in [15, 16].
ing remarks, in Section 9, end the article.
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sake of computational efficiency. First, prior probabilities of intentions are assumed to be fixed. This
assumption is not always reasonable because those
prior probabilities should in general depend on the
situation at hand [11, 10, 69, 12], and can justifiably be captured by causes/reasons of the intentions, as in our method [67, 34, 36, 83, 44]. Indeed,
[26] also highlighted the need to account for contextual information or state of the world as a potential
extension to their plan recognizer. In [69], a similar context-dependent Bayesian approach is used,
though the model therein is not incremental. The
authors demonstrated that taking into account contextual information is important to appropriately recognize drivers’ intention in the traffic monitoring domain [69].
Second, intentions are assumed to be independent
of each other. This is not generally the case since
the intentions may support or exclude one another,
leading to the need to reconfigure the model. Those
works hence might not appropriately address multiple intentions recognition. [69] proposed to combine,
in their BN model for plan recognition, the mutually exclusive plan nodes into a single variable. As a
step further, we formally define how that can be done
appropriately, so as to guarantee the consistency in
the obtained BN (Section 5). This latter assumption must always, explicitly or implicitly, be made
by the approaches based on (Hidden) Markov models, e.g. [3, 13], or statistical corpus-based machine
learning [7, 8]. Generally, in those approaches, a separate model is built for each intention; thus no relations amongst the intentions are expressed or can be
expressed. These works were restricted to the single
intention case. The method in this article attempts
to tackle the multiple case more appropriately.
Different from most above mentioned works,
our model is context-dependent, which is achieved
by including in it causes/reasons of intentions.
This way, our model can appropriately deal with
the abandonment/changes of intentions—when the
causes/reasons do not support or force the intending agent to hold those intentions anymore—in an
integrated manner. In contrast, in [25], the authors
build a separate model to recognize when the observed agent abandons its current intention, which

may then trigger revision of the intention recognition
model. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only
work addressing the abandonment issue. However,
the system therein is only evaluated with a rather
small benchmark (with three intentions), and only
for the accuracy of the abandonment recognition itself. The benefit from having this additional intention abandonment recognition module for enhancing
intention/plan recognition performance has not been
studied, as the authors themselves mention in their
recent study [26]. We address this issue in Section 7.

3

Bayesian Networks

Definition 1 A Bayesian Network (BN) is a pair
consisting of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose
nodes represent variables and missing edges encode
conditional independencies between the variables, and
an associated probability distribution satisfying the
Markov assumption of conditional independence, saying that variables are independent of non-descendants
given their parents in the graph [62, 63].
In a BN, associated with each node of its DAG is a
specification of the distribution of its variable, say A,
conditioned on its parents in the graph (denoted by
pa(A))—i.e., P (A|pa(A)) is specified. If pa(A) = ∅
(A is called root node), its unconditional probability distribution, P (A), is specified. These distributions are called Conditional Probability Distribution
(CPD) of the BN.
The joint distribution of all node values can be determined as the product of conditional probabilities
of the value of each node on its parents
P (X1 , . . . , XN ) =

N
Y

P (Xi |pa(Xi ))

(1)

i=1

where V = {Xi |1 ≤ i ≤ N } is the set of nodes of the
DAG.
Suppose there is a set of evidence nodes (i.e.
their values are observed) in the DAG, say O =
{O1 , . . . , Om } ⊂ V . We can determine the conditional probability distribution of a variable X given
the observed value of evidence nodes by using the
4

Causes/Reasons

Intentions

C-1

first layer (called pre-intentional ), connecting to intention nodes in the second one (called intentional ),
in turn connecting to action nodes in the third (called
activity) (Figure 1).
In general, it is possible to build a single BN network containing all the relevant factors. But in a real
application domain, it can be envisaged that such a
network is very large, which clearly leads to high complexity for the BN inference [63, 62]. To address this
problem, in this work we present a method for incrementally constructing a BN model with the purpose
of performing incremental intention recognition. The
idea is that, given the current observations, only their
relevant factors are incorporated for the moment into
the network.

Actions
A-1

I-1

.
.
.
.

.
.
.

C-2

.
.
.

I-M
A-P

C-N

Figure 1: General structure of a Bayesian network for
intention recognition. The Bayesian network
consists of three layers. The pre-intentional layer
consists of cause/reason nodes, connecting to intention nodes in the intentional layer, which in turn
connect to action nodes in the activity layer.

Definition 2 (Intention Recognition BN – IRBN)
A BN for intention recognition (IRBN) W is a triple
h{Cs, Is, As}, pa, PW i where

conditional probability formula
P (X|O) =

P (X, O1 , . . . , Om )
P (X, O)
=
P (O)
P (O1 , . . . , Om )

(2)

• Cs, Is and As are the sets of cause/reason nodes,
intention nodes and action nodes, respectively.
They stand for binary random variables (i.e.
their value is either true (T) or false (F)).

where the numerator and denominator are computed
by summing the joint probabilities over all absent
variables with respect to V as follows
X

P (X = x, O = o) =

• pa is a mapping which maps a node to the set of
its parent nodes such that: pa(C ) = ∅ ∀C ∈ Cs;
pa(I ) ⊆ Cs ∀I ∈ Is; and ∅ =
6 pa(A) ⊆ Is ∀A ∈
As.

P (X = x, O = o, AV1 = av)

av∈ASG(AV1 )

X

P (O = o) =

P (O = o, AV2 = av)

av∈ASG(AV2 )

(3)

• CPD tables are given by the probability distribution PW , i.e. PW (X|pa(X)) defines the probawhere o = {o1 , ..., om } with o1 , ..., om being the obbility of X conditional on pa(X) in W, ∀X ∈
served values of O1 , ..., Om , respectively; ASG(V t)
Cs ∪ Is ∪ As.
denotes the set of all assignments of vector V t (with
components are variables in V ); AV1 , AV2 are vectors components of which are corresponding absent Note that the set of cause/reason nodes of an IRBN,
variables, i.e. variables in V \ (O ∪ {X }) and V \ O, Cs, can be empty, as in the case of the Linux plan
corpus we shall see later on (Section 6).
respectively.
For illustration of the concepts and the intention
recognition method presented in this section, we con4 Incremental Intention Recog- sider an extended example from the Elder Care domain [66, 67].

nition

Example 1 (Elder’s Care) An elder stays alone
in his apartment. The assistant system (with the capability of intention recognition) observes that he is
looking for something in the living room. In order
to assist him, the system needs to figure out what he

In [65, 67], a general BN model for intention recognition is presented and justified based on Heinze’s
causal intentional model [44, 83]. Basically, the BN
consists of three layers: cause/reason nodes in the
5

Hungry
i(Food)

t

t

Open_fridge

Figure 2: Elder Intentions Recognition IRBN
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intends to find. The possible things are: something
Unit Fragment for Intention
to read (Book – i(B)); something to drink (Drink –
Unit Fragment for Action
C1
i(D)); the TV remote control (Rem – i(R)); and the
.
light switch (Switch – i(S)). The IRBN representing
A
.
I
I
.
this scenario is that of Figure 2, but without the grey.
filled nodes for now.
CN
There are five nodes in the first layer: Thirsty
(thsty), Like reading (lr), Like watching (lw),
We have,
Light on (light) and TV on (tv).
Figure 3: Two Types Unit Fragments.
Cs = {thsty, lr, lw, light, tv}. Intention nodes in
the middle layer are, Is = {i(B), i(D), i(R), i(S)}.
Example 2 (Unit Fragments) Here are some
Action nodes are, As = {Looking}.
The mapping pa is defined by the arrows in the unit fragments for actions and intentions that will be
IRBN, e.g., pa(i(B)) = {thsty, lr, lw, light, tv} and used later for constructing the IRBN in Figure 2.
Some unit fragments for the action Looking:
pa(Looking) = {i(B), i(D), i(R), i(S)}.
UFA (i (B ), L), UFA (i (D), L), UFA (i (R), L) and
The intention recognition method will be per- UFA (i (S ), L).
formed by incrementally constructing an IRBN as
Some unit fragments for intentions:
more actions are observed. The construction is based
• UFI ({thsty, lr , lw , light, tv }, i (B )),
on a prior knowledge base consisting of unit fragments of BN (Figure 3).
• UF ({thsty, light, tv }, i (D)),
I

Definition 3 (Unit Fragments) There are just
two types of unit fragments issued for IRBN model
construction (Figure 3):

• UFI ({thsty, lr , lw , light, tv }, i (R)) and
• UFI ({light}, i (S )).

We next stipulate some conditions to guarantee the
1. A unit fragment for an action A consists of an
intention I connecting to (i.e. causally affecting) consistency of the knowledge base.
A, and is denoted by UFA (I , A).
Definition 4 (Knowledge Base) The
domain
knowledge
base
KB
consists
of
a
set
of
actions
∆,
2. A unit fragment for an intention I consists of
a
set
of
intentions
Υ,
a
set
of
unit
fragments
for
a context-independent and fixed over time set of
causes/reasons Cs connecting to (i.e. causally each action in ∆ and a single unit fragment for each
intention in Υ, satisfying that
affecting) I, and is denoted by UFI (Cs, I ).
• An intention I has a unique unit fragment in
Note that a unit fragment for an action contains a
KB. The set of its parents (causes/reasons) and
single action, which thus enables to easily handle
the CPD table associated with it are fixed. Let
the set of conceivable intentions in the IRBN, in a
C(I) denote the set of the parents of I and
context-dependent manner, as implemented with opP
KB (I|C(I)) define its CPD table.
erators described in the sequel. In contradistinction,
a unit fragment for an intention includes a fixed set of
• A cause C has the same prior probability districauses/reasons rather than a single one. This simplibution in all the unit fragments (for intentions)
fied modification can be made because the prior probthat it belongs to, denoted by PKB (C).
ability of each cause/reason node can be updated in a
context-dependent manner (as we shall see in Section The simple structures of unit fragments enable do8), allowing us to easily switch on and off the effect main experts to easily construct and maintain the
of a cause/reason node.
knowledge base. The fragments can also be learnt
7

from appropriate datasets, as we shall see later for
the Linux and IPD plan corpora.
Before presenting the intention recognition algorithm, let us define some (original) operators for handling CPD tables and IRBNs.

4.1

I1

.
.
.
.

IN

Operators for constructing IRBNs

A

A

I1

.
.
.
.

A

IN

Figure 4: Noisy-OR Combination Method
[62, 82, 21]:
Q
P (A = T |I1 , . . . , IN ) = 1 − i:Ii =T (1 − qi ) where
P (A = T |Ii = T ) = qi .

As a new action A is observed, we need to incorporate it into the current IRBN. Firstly, the appropriate
unit fragments for A are selected from the prior domain knowledge base. In Section 8.2, we will discuss
methods for selecting the appropriate fragments in a
situation-sensitive manner. They are based on the
intuition that whether an intention may give rise to
an action depends on the situation in which the action is observed. That enables to reduce the size of
the BN model, which otherwise could be very large.
For now, let us assume that the operator select(A,SIT) provides the (context-dependent) set of
unit fragments for action A given the situation at
hand, SIT. If SIT is empty, select(A,SIT) is the set
of all unit fragments for action A from the knowledge
base.
Then, after having obtained the appropriate fragments, we combine them using the Noisy-OR method
[62, 82, 19], thereby obtaining a BN with a single
action (Figure 4). We then add into it appropriate
causes/reasons for each intention.

The rationale and appropriateness of the application
of the Noisy-OR method here for combining unit fragments for an action is based on the intuition that
each intention can be interpreted as “cause” of the
observed action [10, 69]; and the action occurs when
one or more of such intentions are active. More detailed arguments for this can be found in [19, 62].
Example 3 (Noisy-OR) Consider the action node
Looking (i.e., L), with four parent intention nodes
i(B), i(D), i(R), and i(S). In the unit fragments for
L, UFA (i (B ), L), UFA (i (D), L), UFA (i (R), L), and
UFA (i (S ), L), we define P (L = T |i(B) = T ) =
0.9, P (L = T |i(D) = T ) = 0.7, P (L = T |i(R) =
T ) = 0.8, P (L = T |i(S) = T ) = 0.2, respectively.
The combination of these unit fragments using the
Noisy-OR method, in Figure 5, and the CPD table
for the node L in the obtained BN is defined following
Eq. (4). The CPD for the node Looking (L) in Figure
2, now instead of being fully constructed beforehand,
can be defined by this Noisy-OR combination from the
simple unit fragments.
Obviously, from the design point of view, it is easier and usually much cheaper to construct the small
fragments (and then combine them) than to construct
the whole BN [62, 51] (see also the introduction section, Section 1).

Definition 5 (Unit IRBN via Noisy-OR) The
unit IRBN W for action A in a given situation
SIT is an IRBN with a single action, denoted by
irBN (A) = h{Cs, Is, {A}}, pa, PW i. It is obtained
via the Noisy-OR method as follows.
Let select(A, SIT ) = {UFA (I1 , A), . . . , UFA (IN , A)}
and for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , P (A = T |Ii = T ) = qi (defined
in fragment UFA (Ii , A)). Then,
S
Now we need to combine the obtained unit IRBN,
• Is = {I1 , . . . , IN }; Cs = I∈Is C(I);
irBN(A), with the current IRBN. For that, in the se• pa(I) = C(I) ∀I ∈ Is; pa(A) = Is;
quel we define how to combine two IRBNs. Intu• PW (C) = PKB (C) ∀C ∈ Cs; PW (I|pa(I)) = itively, we simply add up all the new nodes and links
PKB (I|C(I)) ∀I ∈ Is; and, according to the of the new IRBN to the current IRBN, keeping the
CPD tables from the two original IRBNs.
Noisy-OR method
Y
PW (A = T |pa(A)) = 1−
(1−qi ). (4) Definition 6 (Combination of IRBNs)
Let W1
=
h{Cs1 , Is1 , As1 }, pa1 , P1 i and
1≤i≤N :Ii =T
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i(Book)

Looking

i(Book)

i(Drink)

Looking

i(Drink)

i(Rem)

Looking

i(Rem)

i(Switch)

Looking

i(Switch)

Definition 7 (Project of CPD Table) Let Tb be
a CPD table defining P (X|V ), the probability of a
random variable X conditional on a set of random
binary variables V. Considering a strict subset V 0 (
V , the project of Tb on V 0 , denoted by proj(Tb, V0 ), is
the part of Tb corresponding to all variables in V \ V 0
being false.

Looking

Note that this approach guarantees the consistency
of the probability distribution over the set of the remaining intentions. It requires neither normalization
over the set nor creating a new CPD: any computation can be done directly with the original CPD.

Figure 5: Noisy-OR Combination for the node Looking.

W2 = h{Cs2 , Is2 , As2 }, pa2 , P2 i be two IRBNs,
such that As1 ∩ As2 = ∅ (any actions in As2 which
are already so named in As1 are renamed). The combination of these two IRBNs is an IRBN, denoted by Definition 8 (Remove Intentions from IRBN)
Let W = h{Cs, Is, As},
comb(W1 , W2 ) = h{Cs, Is, As}, pa, PW i, where
pa, PW i be an IRBN and R ⊂ Is be a strict subThe result of removing the set of
• As = As1 ∪ As2 ; Is = Is1 ∪ Is2 ; Cs = Cs1 ∪ set of Is.
intentions R from W is an IRBN, denoted by
Cs2 ;
remove(W, R) = h{CsR , IsR , AsR }, paR , PR i, where
• pa(I) = C(I) ∀I ∈ Is;
pa(A) = pa1 (A) ∪
S
• AsR = As; IsR = Is \ R; CsR = I∈IsR C(I);
pa2 (A) ∀A ∈ As;
• paR (I ) = C(I ) ∀I ∈ IsR ;
R ∀A ∈ AsR ;

• PW (C) = PKB (C) ∀C ∈ Cs; PW (I|pa(I)) =
PKB (I|C(I))
∀I ∈ Is; PW (A|pa(A)) =
Pk (A|pak (A)) if A ∈ Ask (with k = 1, 2).

paR (A) = pa(A) \

• PR (C) = PKB (C) ∀C ∈ CsR ; PR (I|paR (I)) =
PKB (I|C(I)) ∀I ∈ IsR ; and for each A ∈
AsR , PR (A|paR (A)) is defined by the CPD table
proj (Tb, paR (A)) where Tb is the CPD table for
A in W, i.e. defined by PW (A|pa(A)).

Note that here it is allowed the possibility that the
observed agent follows multiple intentions simultaneously.
When some intentions are found irrelevant, e.g.,
because they are much unlikely 3 , those intentions
should be removed from the IRBN. These intentions might resurface in the IRBN later if there appear newly observed actions triggering them. This
could happen frequently when one considers the
case where agents might abandon/change their initial intentions—especially for the multiple intention
recognition case.
The removal is enacted by considering the intentions (to be removed) as completely false and employing a project operator, described below.

Based on these operators, we now describe an algorithm for incremental intention recognition in a realtime manner.
Algorithm 1 (Incremental Intention Recognition)
Repeat the following steps until some given time limit
is reached. The most likely intention in the previous
cycle of the repeat loop is the final result 4 .
1. Let A be a new observed action. Combine
the current IRBN W with irBN(A) to obtain
W0 = comb(W, irBN(A)). If A is the initially observed action, let W0 = irBN(A).

3 One intention is much less likely than the other if the fraction of its likelihood and that of the most likely intention is
less than some small threshold. It is up to the KB designer to
provide it.

4 Obviously, one can easily modify the algorithm to find the
set of N most likely intentions. In the next section we shall
see that in more detail.
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2. Compute the probability of each intention in W 0 ,
conditional on the set of current observations in
W 0 . Remove the intentions which are much less
likely than the others (following Definition 8).
Example 4 (Elder’s Incremental IR) When observing the action Looking, the IRBN in Figure 2
(without action node Open Fridge) is created. We
compute the probabilities 5 V1 , V2 , V3 , V4 of each intention i(B), i(D), i(R), and i(S), respectively, conditional on the observations, including action node
Looking and the two cause/reason nodes, tv on and
light on.

T ) = 0.3, P (OpenF = T |i(F ) = T ) = 0.8, and
P (i(F ) = T |Hungry = T ) = 0.9. A new IRBN
with the new action node is created (Figure 2 in full,
with all grey-filled nodes). Note that now the intention node i(Switch), and with all its in- and outconnections, is being removed, since it is very unlikely
compared with others (see above, V4 = 0.011).
Now the conditional probabilities of intentions in
the IRBN are: V1 = 0.57, V2 = 0.55, V3 = 0.47, and
V5 = 0.63 (V5 is that of the intention i(Food)). Looking for food becomes the most probable intention.

5

Let us consider the possible cases.

Relation Among Intentions

• If light is off, then V1 = V2 = V3 = 0 and V4 = 1, When considering the case in which the observed
agent may pursue multiple intentions simultaneously,
regardless of the observed state of the TV.
it is undoubtedly indispensable to take into account
• If light is on and tv is off, then V1 = 0.71, V2 = and express the relations amongst the intentions in
0.49, V3 = 0.50, and V4 = 0.011.
the model. Pursuing one intention may exclude some
other intention to be pursued [69, 10, 73]. It may be
• If light is on and tv is on, then V1 = 0, V2 = 0.50,
so because of some resource limitation, e.g., allowance
V3 = 0.80, and V4 = 0.01.
time is not enough for accomplishing both intentions
Hence, if one observes that the light is off, the elder at the same time [50]. It also may be because of the
is definitely looking for the light switch, given that nature or restriction of the observed agent’s task: the
he is looking around. Otherwise, if one observes the agent is restricted to pursuing a single intention (e.g.,
light is on, and that the TV is on too, the intention of in constructing Linux and Unix plan corpora, a user
looking for the remote control, i(R), is most probable; is given one task at a time to complete) [7, 8, 53].
We introduce a so-called exclusive relation e—
but, if the TV is off, then looking for something to
read, i(B), is most probable. They are the output a binary relation on the set of intention nodes—
of the algorithm whenever the decision needs to be representing that if one intention is pursued, then
the other intention cannot be pursued. It is usumade immediately after observing the first action.
Now suppose we are in the second case (light is on ally, although perhaps not always, the case that inand tv is off), and the decision has not had to be tentions exclusiveness is symmetric. It holds for the
made. Another action, open the fridge – Open fridge resource limitation case: one intention excludes the
(OpenF), is observed. Suppose there are two unit other intention because there is not enough resource
fragments for this action, UFA (i (D), OpenF ), and for accomplishing both, which in turn implies that
UFA (i (F ), OpenF ), and one unit fragment for the in- the latter intention excludes the former one too. It
tention i(F), UFI ({Hungry}, i (F )), in the knowledge also clearly holds for the case where the agent is rebase (where i(F) stands for the intention of looking stricted to pursuing a single intention. Here we asfor some food). Respectively, CPD tables in these sume that e is symmetric; it can be renamed mutually
unit fragments are given by, P (OpenF = T |i(D) = exclusive relation.
Intentions I1 and I2 are mutually exclusive iff
5 In this work, for Bayesian network reasoning and inthey
cannot be pursued simultaneously, i.e. P (I1 =
ference, we utilize the Bayesian reasoning engine SMILE
running in a MAC-OS-X computer, publicly available at: T, I2 = T ) = 0. Thus, for any action A, if I1 , I2 ∈
http://genie.sis.pitt.edu/.
pa(A) then the CPD table for A is undefined. Hence,
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the BN needs to be restructured. The mutually exclusive intentions must be combined into a single intention node since they cannot co-exist as parents of
a node. Each intention represents a possible value
of the new combined node. Namely, let I1 , . . . , It
be such that e(Ii , Ij ), ∀i, j : 1 ≤ i < j ≤ t. The
new combined node, I, stands for a random variable
whose possible outcomes are either Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ t, or
˜
I—the
outcome corresponding to the state that none
of the Ii = T . Note that if the intentions are exhaustive, I˜ can be omitted. Next, I is linked to all the action nodes that have a link from one of Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ t.

There remains to re-define CPD tables in the new
BN. They are kept the same for action A where
I 6∈ pa(A). For A such that I ∈ pa(A), the new
CPD table at I = Ii corresponds to the CPD table
in the original BN at Ii = T and Ij = F ∀j 6= i,
i.e. P (A|I = Ii , . . . ) = P (A|I0 = F, . . . , Ii−1 =
F, Ii = T, Ii+1 = F, . . . , It = F, . . . ). Note that the
left hand side is defined in the new BN, and the right
hand side is defined in the original BN. Similarly, the
new CPD table at I = I˜ corresponds to Ii = F for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ t. In addition, prior probability
P (I =
˜ = Qt P (Ii = F )
Ii ) = P (Ii = T ) and P (I = I)
i=1
(and then being normalized).

6
6.1

Single Intention Recognition
The Model

Suppose the observed agent pursues a single intention
at a time. In this case, all intentions are mutually
exclusive, and they can be combined into a single
node. The IRBN then has a single intention node,
linking to all action nodes. All cause/reason nodes
are connected to the intention node.
Let I1 , . . . , In be the intentions in the original
IRBN. As usual, they are assumed to be exhaustive,
i.e. the observed agent is assigned an intention from
them. The combined node I thus has n possible outcomes Ii , 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Let As = {A1 , . . . , Am } be
the set of current observed actions, all linked to the
single intention I. The set of all cause/reason nodes
are Cs = ∪ni=1 C(Ii ). Suppose Ce ⊆ Cs is the set
of cause/reason nodes which are observed (evidence
nodes). For instance, in the Elder Care examples
presented above, the state of TV and the state of the
light are observed cause/reason nodes.
Let Cne = Cs \ Ce . Applying Eq. (2), we obtain
the probability of each intention conditional on the
current observations
P (Ij , Ce , As)
∀1 ≤ j ≤ n
P (I = Ij |Ce , As) = Pn
i=1 P (Ii , Ce , As)
(5)
where, by applying the joint probability formulas (1)
and (3), we obtain for all j that

We now specify the CPD table of I. In the new
BN, the causes/reasons of each intention
Stare connected to the combined node, i.e. pa(I) = i=1 C(Ii ).
!
m
Y
X
Y
Applying the Markov assumption (see Def. 1) we
P (Ai |Ij )
P (Ij |Cs)
P (C) .
have P (I = Q
Ii |pa(I)) = Pi (Ii = T |C(Ii )) and P (I = P (Ij , Ce , As) =
t
i=1
Cne
C∈Cs
˜
I|pa(I)) = i=1 Pi (Ii = F |C(Ii )), where Pi is the
(6)
probability distribution of the unit fragment for Ii .
This implies that, when not including causes/reasons
for intentions (i.e., Cs = ∅) as in the case of Linux
plan corpus below, our intention recognizer has a linIn the next section we focus on the single intention
ear complexity on the number of intentions O(|n|).
recognition case, showing how the approach to repreIf no cause/reason nodes are observed, i.e.
senting relationships amongst several intentions can
C
= Cs (as in the case of the Linux plan we exne
significantly decrease the complexity of the probabilamine
in the next subsection), we obtain
ity inference therein. We then present experimental
results on the Linux plan corpus. After that, in Section 7, we provide further experimentation on our
novel so-called IPD plan corpora.
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P (Ij , Ce , As) = P (Ij )

m
Y
i=1

P (Ai |Ij ).

(7)

If all of them are observed, i.e. Cne = ∅Q(as we shall
see in the IPD Plan corpora), the term C∈Cs P (C)
is simplified in the fraction of Eq. (5), since it appears
and is the same in both numerator and denominator.
Thus, in these two cases, we do not need to define
prior probabilities distribution of the root nodes in
Cs, as to be applied to obtain experimental results
for the Linux and IPD plan corpora in the following
sections. Note that in the latter case we still need to
compute the conditional probabilities P (Ij |Cs).

6.2
6.2.1

Experiments
Corpus

with

Linux

Plan

they succeeded in achieving their goal/intention. In
total, there are 547 sessions, 457 of which were indicated as successfully completing the goal, 19 goals
and 43 actions (commands).
The Linux plan corpus is an important and hard
benchmark for intention/goal recognition. First, data
is collected from real humans and thus noisy. Second,
involved humans expertise is varied, and they sometimes used wrong commands due to limited knowledge about the domain [8, 54]. Furthermore, we observe that plan sessions’ lengths in the corpus are
quite varied. The minimum, maximum, and mean
number of actions in a plan session are 1, 60, and
6.124, respectively.

The Linux Plan Corpus

Plan corpus is the term used to describe a set of
plan sessions and consists of a list of goals/intentions
and the actions a user executed to achieve them [3].
Although there are many corpora available for testing machine learning algorithms in other domains,
just a few are available for training and testing
plan/intention recognizers; furthermore, each of the
plan/intention recognizers using plan corpora usually
has its own datasets—which leads to a difficult comparison amongst each other. For that important reason, we chose Linux plan corpus [8]—one of the rare
regularly used plan corpora—which was kindly made
publicly available by Nate Blaylock—in order to test
our system. It also enables a better comparison with
other systems using this corpus [9, 8, 3, 81].
The Linux plan corpus is modeled after Lesh’s Unix
plan corpus [53]. It was gathered from 56 human
users (graduate and undergraduate students, faculty,
and staff) from the University of Rochester Department of Computer Science. The users have different
levels of expertise in the use of Linux, and they were
allowed to perform as many times as they wished, in
order to contribute more plan sessions. The sessions,
consisting in sequences of commands performed by
the users to achieve a given goal/intention, were automatically recorded. For example, a goal is to find
a file with a given name or copy some files to a given
folder, and the users can use the Linux commands
such as “find”, “cp”, “cd”, “ls”, etc. At the end of
each session, the users were asked to indicate whether

6.2.2

Learning Unit Fragments from Data

For unit fragment UFA (I , A), the conditional probability of A given I is defined by the frequency of A
in a plan session for achieving the goal/intention I
divided by the frequency of any action for achieving
I:
freq(AI )
.
(8)
P (A = T |I = T ) =
freq(I )
For better understanding, in the plan corpus each
action is marked with the intention which the action
is aiming at. Then, freq(AI ) is the frequency of A
being marked by I, and freq(I ) is the frequency of
seeing the mark I.
Note that prior probabilities of all the intentions in
the corpus are given initially, and used for generating
tasks for users [54, 8].
6.2.3

Making Predictions

Similar to [8, 3], instead of letting the recognizer
make a prediction after each observed action, we set
a confidence threshold τ (0 ≤ τ ≤ 1) , which allows
the recognizer to decide whether or not it is confident enough to make a prediction; the recognizer only
makes a prediction if the likelihood of the most likely
intention in the model is greater than τ . Otherwise,
it predicts “don’t know”.
In addition, instead of only predicting the most
likely intention, the recognizer provides a set of N
most likely ones (N-best prediction).
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6.2.4

Evaluation Metrics

For evaluating our system and comparing with the
previous ones [8, 3], we use three different metrics.
Precision and recall report the number of correct predictions divided by total predictions (predicts when
confident enough) and total prediction opportunities
(always predicts, whatever the confidence is), respectively. More formally [3], let Seq = a1 , . . . , an be a
sequence of actions for achieving intention I (a session for testing). Considering the N -best prediction
case, let


1 if I is one of the N most likely
correct(A) =
intentions when observing A


0 otherwise
Then, precision and recall for Seq are defined as follows, respectively,
Pn
correct(ai )
,
precision(Seq) = i=1
z
Pn
correct(ai )
recall(Seq) = i=1
Z
where z and Z are the number of predictions made
(when the recognizer is confident enough) and the total number of prediction opportunities, respectively.
On the other hand, convergence is a metric that
indicates how much time the recognizer took to converge on what the current user goal/intention was.
Let t be such that correcti = 0 for 0 ≤ i ≤ t − 1 and
1 for t ≤ i ≤ n (i.e. t is the first time point which
from there on the system always correctly predicts),
convergence for sequence Seq is
convergence(Seq) =

z−t+1
.
z

Finally, the overall precision, recall and convergence
are obtained by taking averages over all testing sessions.
6.2.5

Experiments and Results

Because of the small size of the Linux corpus, and
similar to previous work, we ran experiments using
the one-out cross validation method [3]. Just one at
13

a time, one plan session in the whole corpus is left out.
The rest of the corpus is used for training the model,
which is then evaluated against the left out plan session. We study the effect of confidence level τ with
respect to the precision and convergence (for recall,
it clearly is a decreasing function of τ ) (Figure 6). As
expected, the greater N the better the precision and
convergence scores. The difference in the precision
and convergence between two different values of N
is large when τ is small, and gets smaller for greater
τ . Most interestingly, we observe that the precision
and convergence are not monotonic increasing on τ .
There are critical values of τ at which the measures
have the maximal value, and those values are smaller
for greater N . This observation suggests that in a
plan/intention recognition task, the more precise (i.e.
the smaller N ) the decision needed to make is, the
greater confidence level the recognizer should gain to
make a good (enough) decision. On the other hand,
the recognizer should not be too cautious, possibly
leading to refuse to make a prediction when it would
have been able to make a correct one. In short, these
experiments suggest an important need to (experimentally) study the confidence threshold τ carefully,
for particular application domains and particular values of N . Using the same τ for all values of N could
decrease the recognizer’s performance.
Table 1 shows some of the results for different values of N (and the corresponding value of τ ). Similar
to the previous works on the same Linux corpus [8, 3],
we keep the best results of each case with respect to τ
for the comparison. For example, we obtained a precision of 78.6% for 1-best that is increased to 87.0%
for 3-best prediction and 88.3% for 4-best one. Convergence is increased from 72.2% for 1-best to 82.2%
for 3-best and 82.4% for 4-best prediction.
The best performance on the Linux plan corpus so
far, in terms of precision and convergence (recall is
not referred), has been reported in [3], where the authors use a variable Markov model with exponential
moving average. In this respect we obtained an increment of 14% better precision and 13.3% better convergence for 1-best prediction, 8.2% better precision
and 9.3% better convergence for 2-best prediction,
and 7.5% better precision and 7.7% better convergence for 3-best prediction. We also obtained better

convergence

precision

τ

τ

Figure 6: Plot of our method’s precision and convergence for τ ∈ [0, 1] and for different values of N (N = 1, 2, 3, 4)
in Linux plan Corpus. The greater N , the better precision and convergence. The difference in precision and
convergence between two different values of N is large when τ is small, and gets smaller for greater τ . Most
interestingly, we observe that precision and convergence are not monotonic increasing on τ . There are critical
values of τ at which the measures have maximal value, and those values are smaller for greater N . This observation
suggests that in plan/intention recognition task, the more precise (i.e. the smaller N ) the decision needed to make
is, the greater confidence level the recognizer should gain to make a good (enough) decision. On the other hand,
the recognizer should not be too cautious to make a prediction, leading to refuse to make a prediction when it
would have been able to make a correct one. In short, it suggests the important need to study (experimentally) the
confidence threshold τ carefully for particular application domains.

recalls in all cases and for all metrics of 4-best pre- 7
IPD Plan Corpora
diction compared with [8], the only work reporting
these scores. For the Linux plan corpus, [81] reports
only the precision score, which is worse than that of We present new plan corpora in the context of iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (IPD) 6 [79] and provide
[3].
experimental results for them. The intentions/goals
to be recognized are the (known) strategies in IPD
Note that in [3] the authors use a more fine-grained (see below). Strategies in the (evolutionary) game
preprocessing method for their work, but we suspect theory context are usually considered representative
it will have increased their performance. To fairly types of agents’ behavior in a social or biological setcompare with all previous work we use the original ting. An agent that adopts a given strategy can be
corpus.
interpreted as if it intends to follow the corresponding type of behavior, in the given social or biological
The Linux plan corpus allows an appropri- setting. Plan sessions are sequences of moves played
ate comparison with prior work.
However, it by such strategies. This way of interpreting game
does not include contextual information (rea- strategies was explored in [35, 36] for studying the
sons/causes of intentions), and there is no inten- evolutionary roles of intention recognition.
tion change/abandonment occurrences (users follow a single intention throughout entire plan sessions). To evaluate the context-dependent aspect
6
approach also applies readily to other social dilemmas
as well as the capability of dealing with intention suchThe
as Snow Drift and Stag Hunt [79]. A social dilemma
change/abandonment, we next present new plan cor- represents a particular type of situation in a social or biological
pora.
context.
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Table 1: Intention Recognition Results on the Linux Plan Corpus

N-best
τ
Precision
Recall
Converg.

7.1

1-best
0.95
0.786
0.308
0.722

2-best
0.5
0.847
0.469
0.799

Iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma

The Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD) is a symmetric twoplayer non-zero game defined by the payoff matrix

C
D



C
R, R
T, S

D

S, T
.
P, P

Each player has two options in each round, cooperates (C) or defects (D). A player who chooses to cooperate with a player who defects receives the sucker’s
payoff S, whereas the defecting player gains the temptation to defect, T . Mutual cooperation (resp., defection) yields the reward R (resp., punishment P ) for
both players. PD is characterized by the payoff ranking T > R > P > S (and, in addition, 2R > S + T
for IPD). Thus, in a single round, it is always best
to defect, but cooperation may be rewarded if the
game is iterated. Let r denote the average number of
rounds the game is iterated.
IPD is usually known as a story of tit-for-tat
(TFT), which won both Axelrod’s tournaments [4].
TFT starts by cooperating, and does whatever the
opponent did in the previous round. It will cooperate if the opponent cooperated, and will defect if
the opponent defected. But if there are erroneous
moves due to noise (i.e. an intended move is wrongly
performed with a given execution error), the performance of TFT declines: it cannot correct errors
or mistakes. Tit-for-tat is then replaced by generous tit-for-tat (GTFT), a strategy that cooperates
if the opponent cooperated in the previous round,
but sometimes cooperates even if the opponent defected (with a fixed “forgiveness” probability p > 0)
[60, 79]. GTFT can correct mistakes. Subsequently,
TFT and GTFT were replaced by win-stay-lose-shift
(WSLS) as the winning strategy chosen by evolution

3-best
0.45
0.870
0.518
0.822

4-best
0.42
0.883
0.612
0.824

[61, 79]. WSLS repeats the previous move whenever
it did well, but changes otherwise.
Some other less famous strategies which we are going to use later are GRIM – a grim version of TFT,
prescribing to defect except after a round of mutual
cooperation, and Firm-But-Fair (FBF) – known as a
tolerant brother of TFT, prescribing to defect only if
getting a sucker’s payoff S in the previous round. Details of all strategies summarily depicted above can
be found in [79].

7.2

Corpus Description

In the following, we prescribe how to create plan corpora for training and testing the described intention
recognition method, for a given set of strategies. We
start by making an assumption that all strategies
to be recognized have the memory size bounded by
M ≥ 0, i.e. their decision at the current round is
independent of the past rounds that are at a time
distance greater than M . Note that the above mentioned strategies have memory bounded by M = 1.
For clarity of representation, abusing notations, R,
S, T and P are henceforth also referred to as elementary game states, in a single round of interaction.
Additionally, E (standing for empty) is used to refer
to a game state having had no interaction. The most
basic element in a plan corpus is the corpus action,
having the following representation.
Definition 9 (Corpus Action) An action in a
plan corpus is of the form s1 . . . sM ξ, where si ∈
{E, R, T, S, P }, 1 ≤ i ≤ M , are the states of the
M last interactions, and ξ ∈ {C, D} is the current
move 7 .
7 From now on, this notion of an action is used, which is
different from the notion of a move (either C or D).
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Definition 10 (Plan Session) A plan session of a a set of plan sessions generated for each strategy in
strategy is a sequence of corpus actions played by that the set.
strategy (more precisely, of a player using that stratFor a given set of strategies, different plan corpora
egy) against an arbitrary player.
can be generated for different purposes. In the seWe denote by ΣM the set of all possible types of quel, for example, we generate different plan corpora
action for memory size M . Clearly, |ΣM | = 2 × 5M . for training and for testing the intention recognition
method.
For example,
Σ1 = {EC, RC, T C, SC, P C, ED, RD, T D, SD, P D}.

7.3

Plan Corpora Generation

Now, for an example of a plan session, let us consider
Let us start by generating a plan corpus for seven
the strategy TFT and the following sequence of its
most popular strategies within the IPD framework:
interactions with some other player (denoted by X),
AllC (always cooperate), AllD (always defect), TFT,
in the presence of noise
GTFT (probability of forgiving a defect is p = 0.5),
WSLS, GRIM and FBF (described above).
round : 0
1 2
3 4 5
We collect plan sessions of each strategy by playTFT : − C C D D D
ing a random move (C or D) with it in each round.
X: − C D D C D
To be more thorough, we can also play all possible
TFT-states : E R S P T P
combinations for each given number of rounds r. E.g,
if r = 10, there are 210 = 1024 combinations: C or
The corresponding plan session for TFT is D in each round. When noise is present, each combi[EC, RC, SD, P D, T D]. At the 0-th round, there is nation is played repeatedly a number of times, since
no interaction, thus the game state is E. TFT starts each time one might obtain different reaction moves
by cooperating (1-st round), hence the first action of from the simulated co-player.
the plan session is EC. Since player X also cooperThe training corpus to be used here is generated
ates in the 1-st round, the game state at this round by playing with each strategy all the possible combiis R. TFT reciprocates in the 2-nd round by cooper- nations 10 times, for each number of rounds r from 5
ating, hence the second action of the plan session is to 10. The testing dataset is generated by playing a
RC. Similarly for the third and the fourth actions. random move with each strategy in each round, also
Now, at the 5-th round, TFT should cooperate since for r from 5 to 10 8 . We continue until obtaining
X cooperated in 4-th round, but because of noise, it the same number of plan sessions as for the trainmakes an error to defect. Therefore, the 5-th action ing dataset (corpus). Both datasets are generated in
is TD.
the presence of noise. Namely, an intended move is
This way of encoding actions and the assumption wrongly performed, with respect to the definition of
about the players’ memory size lead to the equiva- the strategy, with probability 0.05.
lent assumption that the action in the current round
In this testing dataset, changes/abandonment of
is independent of the ones in previous rounds, regard- players’ initial intention (strategy) are not allowed.
less of the memory size. The independence of actions The players use the same strategy in all the rounds.
will allow to derive a convenient and efficient inten- We refer to this testing dataset as Testset-IRFIX.
tion recognition model, discussed in the next subsec8 It might seem unnatural to interact with a strategy rantion. Furthermore, it enables to save the game states
domly, but it enables us to collect a highly diverse set of move
without having to save the co-player’s moves, thus
sequences of the strategy, for both training and testing. It
simplifying the representation of plan corpora.
allows to thoroughly evaluate our intention recognizer, even
if our additional experiments confirm that its relative perfor-

Definition 11 (Plan Corpus) Let S be a set of mance (shown in Subsection 7.5) would not change much when
strategies to be recognized. A plan corpus for S is the strategy interacts with a big enough set of strategies.
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For testing the context-dependent aspect of our intention recognition method, as well as taking into account intention changes/abandonment, we next introduce the concept of social learning within the
framework of evolutionary game theory [78, 45, 87].

7.4

Social Learning

ful. The two players’ ongoing success difference (SD)
causally affects the imitating player’s current intention. In addition, this intention is causally affected
by the so-called imitation event (IE), stating whether
the player is meeting some other player for learning/imitating.
In an everyday life situation, an imitation event,
IE, can be more generally thought of as a contact of
the intending agent with some source of information
that might influence its current intention to change.
For example, an intention of going out might be influenced to change/abandon by information about
weather, traffic, etc., whether the source of that information is a person, a newspaper, TV or Radio. In
turn, the success difference, SD, measures how strong
is the influence on the change, based on the credibility
or strength of the information. The above mentioned
intention of going out is undoubtedly influenced more
by the forecast information provided by a trustworthy
TV channel than an untrustworthy one or unreliable
person. Another example is that a suggestion from a
doctor, after some tests, apparently has more effect
on changing/abandoning the intention of drinking alcohol than that from a friend, or that from a daily
newspaper.
Now we can specify a Bayesian network for intention recognition IRBN with two cause/reason nodes,
a single intention node, and observed action nodes
(Figure 7). In the following we define the CPD tables of the IRBN.

We consider it necessary for an agent to acquire
knowledge from other agents, i.e. learn “by being
told” instead of learning only by experience. Indeed,
this social learning is a fairly practical and economical way of increasing abilities, widely used by human
beings, as widely studied in evolutionary biology and
economics [72, 71, 78]. Let us see how social learning
can be modeled in Evolutionary Game Theory (EGT)
[45, 79] given a fixed set of strategies. Agent strategies can change, say through mutation or learning,
but we shall not consider that issue here.
In social learning, agents in a population can observe the behavior of others and the outcomes of
that behavior. They may copy the behavior of others whenever these appear to be more successful
[79, 78, 71]. The accumulated payoff from all interactions emulates the agents’ fitness or social success
and the most successful agents will tend to be imitated by others. There are many ways to model social
learning [45, 78]. The most popular one is implemented using the so-called pairwise comparison rule
[84, 79]: an agent A with fitness fA will adopt the
strategy of a randomly chosen agent B with fitness
fB with a probability given by

−1
Bayesian Network definition. Recall that the
,
(9) intention node I has n possible outcomes I , 1 ≤
p(fA , fB ) = 1 + e−β(fB −fA )
i
i ≤ n (Subsection 6.1). We define the conditional
where the quantity β controls the “imitation
probability distribution P (Ii |IE , SD). If the player
strength”, i.e. how strongly the players are basing
does not meet any other player for imitation (i.e.,
the decision to imitate on payoff comparisons. HenceIE = F ), Ii is independent of the success difference
forth, A and B are referred to as imitating and imSD. Hence, P (Ii |IE = F , SD) = P (Ii |IE = F ). Now,
itated agents, respectively. For simplicity, we use
let us consider the case IE = T . If the successes are
β = 1 in the remainder of this article: the imitation
also observable (thus, SD is observed, say, equal χ)9 ,
depends on comparing the exact payoffs.
It is now allowed the possibility that a player can
9 There may be noise in the evaluation of the successes. The
change his/her strategy (intention) by imitating the observed
value χ of SD is randomly taken in the range ((1 −
randomly met player’s strategy (intention), depend- )χ1 , (1 + )χ1 ), where  is a small positive number (here we
ing on how much the latter player is more success- use  = 0.01) and χ1 is the exact value of the difference.
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Figure 7: Bayesian Network for intention recognition
(IRBN) in the context of iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma, where players can change their initial
intention (strategy) by imitating successful others, based on a social learning model [45, 78, 71].
The IRBN have two cause/reason nodes in the first
layer (IE and SD), connecting to a single intention
node in the second layer (I ), in turn connecting to
action nodes in the third layer.
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Figure 8: Precision and convergence for τ ∈ [0, 1] and
for different values of N (N = 1, 2, 3) with
respect to Testset-IRFIX dataset, where N is
the number of most likely considered intentions.
The greater N , the better the precision and convergence. For high enough confidence τ , the intention
recognizer obtained quite good scores.

but the strategy of the imitated player is not, we have
choice sequence with each of the seven above menu X
pj
P (Ii |IE = T , SD = χ) = (1 − u)pi +
tioned strategies for 10 rounds. The payoff of each
S−1
j6=i
strategy is accumulated over these rounds. Then, for
(10) each strategy, another strategy is randomly chosen
where u = (1 + e−χ )−1 , pi is the probability that from the other six, for possible imitation. The imiIi was the player’s intention in the last prediction, tation decision is guided by the pairwise comparison
and S is the number of strategies in the corpus. The rule (see Eq. (9)), which is based on a comparison
equation is explained as follows. With probability of the performance of the two strategies, in terms of
(1 − u)pi the imitating player’s strategy remains Ii . the difference of their accumulated payoffs in these
Moreover, when not being observed, the probabil- 10 rounds.
ity that Ii was the imitated player’s strategy is (asAfter all the seven strategies are given the chance
sumed) equal 1/(S − 1). The second term expresses
to change their strategy by imitating another, the
the probability that the player adopts the new stratinteractions are repeated for 10 more rounds. At the
egy Ii by imitation.
10-th round, we save the accumulated payoff values of
In the case the imitated player’s strategy is also
the imitating and imitated strategies. We experiment
observed, denoted by Ii∗ , similarly we have
until obtaining the same number of plan sessions as
X
in the training dataset. The PD payoff matrix being
P (Ii ∗ |IE = T , SD = χ) = (1 − u)pi + u
pj ,
used is: T = 20, R = 15, P = 10, S = 5; and
j6=i∗
noise
= 0.05. This testing dataset is referred to as
P (Ii |IE = T , SD = χ) = (1 − u)pi ∀ i 6= i∗ .
Testset-IRCHANGE.
(11)
Clearly, each plan session in the dataset consists of
20 actions. The first 10 actions are played by the initial strategy. The last 10 ones are played by a stratTesting Dataset Generation (IRCHANGE). egy which might be either the initial one or a different
The testing dataset in this setting is generated by one, as the outcome of imitation (or social learning).
using a simplified evolutionary simulation involving The intention recognition system must identify both
the seven strategies described in Subsection 7.3. Sim- the first and the second strategies. While identifyilarly to the previous dataset, we play a random ing the first strategy can be done efficiently with18
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Figure 9: Precision for three different levels of contextual information, for τ ∈ [0, 1], with respect
to Testset-IRCHANGE dataset. We plot for N = 1
(dashed diamond) and N = 2 (circle).

out taking into account contextual information, as
we have seen in the previous datasets, identifying the
second strategy is more difficult due to the stochastic
change of the strategies (resulting from the stochasticity from the comparison rule). In the course of
observing the first 10 actions generated by the initial strategy, the system (on average) converges to a
correct prediction of it. If the strategy is changed
to a different one, and the system has no clue about
that change, it would poorly predict the new strategy,
since it would still consider the old actions generated
by the first strategy as belonging to the new strategy. Having (contextual) clues about the potential
effects leading to strategy change could significantly
enhance the prediction of the second strategy, as we
shall see from our experimental results in the sequel.

7.5

Results on IPD Plan Corpora

The intention recognition model is acquired using
the training corpus. Figure 8 shows the precision
and convergence of the model with respect to the
Testset-IRFIX, where again N is the number of
most likely considered intentions. Given that the
training as well as the testing datasets are generated
in the presence of noise, the achieved performance is
quite good. Namely, for a big enough τ , both precision and convergence scores are greater than 0.9, even
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for the 1-best case. It is noteworthy that in [35] a similar good performance is obtained for a smaller set of
four strategies (intentions). Therein, based on the intention recognition model above presented, we implement a novel strategy capable of intention recognition
that outperforms other strategies in an evolutionary
setting.
In Figure 9 we show the effects of having different levels of contextual information on the intention
recognition performance, using Testset-IRCHANGE
dataset, where we consider N = 1 (dashed diamond)
and N = 2 (circle). Namely, in the first case (blue
curves), there is no information about the imitation
event (IE) – it is not known if the recognized player
may imitate and adopt another strategy. In the second case (black curves), IE and the successes are observable. In the third case (red curves), the strategy
of the imitated player is also observable (see a discussion below for how these three levels of contextual information can be mapped into real world situations). It is clearly shown that the performance is
considerably increased as more contextual information is available. Namely, comparing with the first
case where no contextual information is taken into
account, an increase of about 5% and 15% precision
is achieved in the second and third cases, respectively.
These results show that, besides observable actions from the recognizing agent, it is important to
take into account contextual information for intention recognition. That is what most previous work
on intention/plan recognition has omitted, with the
exception of [69], though the authors did not provide
experimental results to show its importance (see Related Work in Section 2).
Note that our three-layer Bayesian network model
described in Figure 7 is not restricted to contextdependent intention recognition in the (evolutionary)
game theory setting. The two cause/reason nodes in
the BN, imitation event (IE) and success difference
(SD), account for key relevant contextual information for intention recognition. The first one stands
for relevant factors that might influence the stability
of current intentions in the model, while the second
measures how strong are such influences. Conceivably, those are all the relevant contextual information
needed for the context-dependent intention recogni-

tion task in a given application domain.
We next further discuss the rationale of using (evolutionary) game-theoretic methods and concepts for
modeling real world situations.

7.6

Scope Enlargement Discussion

The task of intention/plan recognition is mostly concerned with actions or behavior. In previous work,
for a given application domain, these actions are supposed to be supplied by an activity recognition system. In contrast, here we aim at providing a general
framework (and benchmarks) for studying and evaluating intention/plan recognition models. For that, it
is crucial to have a general model of agent behavior
and its changes.
We adopted here one of the most popular frameworks for modelling agents’ behavior (including those
amongst humans), the social dilemmas (not only the
Prisoner’s dilemma) and social learning within the
framework of evolutionary game theory [45, 79, 71].
They have been widely used in Economics, Biology,
Psychology, Artificial Intelligence, etc. to describe
human (and other species) behavior [4, 78, 85, 79,
71, 87]. Although they do not exhibit all aspects of
human behavior in the real world, they have been, experimentally as well as analytically, shown to reflect
its core nature (most famously, in the context of the
evolution of cooperation study [4, 85, 58, 75, 79]). For
example, the notorious strategies described above (including TFT, WSLS, GTFT ) frequently show up in
many real-world experimental settings, ranging from
Global Warming issues to Psychology and Economics
behavioral researches [57, 23, 58]. They are also
widely observed in a broad range of real human social
behavior. For a review of social learning and evolutionary games in the real world the readers are referred to the seminal experimental studies in [85, 58].
Using game-theoretic concepts allows a higher level
of abstraction of domain knowledge. That is, it enables us to account for and generalize similar situations in different application domains. As a result,
our IPD benchmarks above presented are deemed
domain-independent. Let us consider a simple scenario in the Elder Care domain to illustrate how it
is mapped to game theoretic concepts, namely the

three levels of contextual information, “No Info”,
“Successes”, and “Strategy”, alluded above (Figure
9). Suppose an elder intends to go fishing the next
morning. But ‘being told’ that evening that it is going to rain then, it was suggested (he intend) to do
something else. Whether he changes (or even abandons) his intention strongly depends on by whom he
was ‘being told’. Was it his 3-year old granddaughter or the TV/Radio forecast? That is, whether he
adopts another person’s suggested intention (of not
going fishing the next morning) depends on that person’s expertise or past success in the matter, or the
credibility of the information provided. It seems almost sure that he would drop the intention of going
fishing if it was said by the TV/Radio forecast. In order to appropriately recognize the elder’s intention, it
is crucial to account for such contextual information,
and that it was encountered. Further, if he was also
‘being told’ by the forecast that, although it is going
to rain in the morning, the weather in the afternoon
should be perfect, one can predict that he might likely
to adopt the intention of going fishing in the afternoon instead. Briefly, it corresponds to the first case,
“No Info”, if the system cannot observe (despite its
actual occurrence) that the elder was ‘being told’ by
another person. The second case, “Successes”, corresponds to when the system can observe who passed
him the information. The third case, “Strategy”, corresponds to when the system also observes what he
was advised by another.
In short, using the models of evolutionary game
theory and social learning, one can generate generalpurpose or domain-independent benchmarks for intention/plan recognition systems. The applicability
of a system to such benchmarks may serve to show its
applicability to a wider range of application domains.

8

More on Situation Sensitiveness

In the following we discuss some extensions to the
above intention recognition model, which enable to
take into account contextual information in several
manners. We mainly focus on exploiting the powerful
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knowledge representation tool of Logic Programming
(LP) [5] 10 .

8.1

Situation-sensitive Bayesian Networks

Undoubtedly, BNs should be situation-sensitive since
using a general BN for all specific situations of a problem domain is unrealistic and most likely imprecise
[89, 51]. For example, in the Elder Care domain, different elders might have different living conditions
and habits that need to be taken into account to
recognize their intentions. Also, place, time of day,
temperature, etc. need to be considered [67, 31].
However, consulting the domain expert to manually
change the BN with respect to each situation is costly
or unfeasible.
In [65, 67, 41], we described a method to construct
situation-sensitive BNs, i.e. ones that change according to the given situation. It uses LP techniques
to compute situation specific probabilistic information that is then updated into the BN. The BNs
themselves are also encoded with P-log, a probabilistic logic implemented system [6, 38, 39, 41], which
supports coherent updates. The LP techniques employed for this are deduction with top-down procedure (XSB-Prolog) [90] (to deduce situation-specific
probabilistic information) plus integrity constraints
and abduction (to abduce probabilistic information
needed to support and explain observations in the
given situation). However, we can employ too various
other types of LP based reasoning, e.g., constraint
satisfaction, contradiction removal, preferences, or
inductive learning, whose results can be compiled (in
part) into an evolving BN.
Consider three-layer BN for intention recognition
10 Here we consider solely normal logic programs, which consist of a set of rules of the form

A ← B1 , . . . , Bm , not C1 , . . . , not Cn

(m, n ≥ 0)

where A, B1 , . . . , Bm , C1 , . . . , Cm are domain atoms, and
not Ci denotes the default negation of atom Ci , i.e. being
false by default. The rule reads, if all the atoms and default
negations in the body are true, then the head A is true. If the
body is empty, that is, m = n = 0, the head is true unconditionally. In this case, it has the form, A ← or simply A, and
is also called a fact.

IRBN, we assume that only prior probabilities of the
top nodes (causes/reasons) are subject to changes
along with the changing situation. The CPD tables for intention and action nodes reflect the internal
state of the recognizing agent about world [44, 83].
They may change in the long-term periods, but just
occasionally. In short, for a given situation at hand,
an IRBN can be situated in it by recomputing the
prior probabilities of the cause nodes in accordance
with the situation.
Based on this idea, we now revise the Algorithm
1, making the IRBN model situation-sensitive. For
that, we first describe a new operator. In a given
situation, an IRBN can be situated by recomputing
the prior probabilities of the top nodes.
Definition 12 (Situate IRBN) Let
W
=
h{Cs, Is, As}, pa, PW i be an IRBN. We say that
W is situated into a situation SIT if the prior probabilities of the top nodes of W, i.e. PW (C) (C ∈ Cs),
are recomputed according to SIT . In this work,
a situation is encoded by a logic program and
the prior probabilities of the top nodes are computed using LP techniques, as described above
[65, 67]. Formally, the situate operator is defined by situate(W, SIT) = h{Cs, Is, As}, pa, PS i,
where
• PS (C), for all C ∈ Cs, are the new prior
probabilities of top nodes, resulted from the recomputation according to SIT.
• PS (X|pa(X)) = PW (X|pa(X)) ∀X ∈ Is ∪ As.
It might be too costly to always change the IRBN as
the situation relevant factors could constantly evolve.
Here, we propose a simple criterion allowing to decide
when the IRBN should be reconfigured to account
for the situation at hand. It says, if there is a conceivable “salient” intention currently figuring in the
IRBN, the IRBN should be reconfigured (after observing a new action), that is, be situated according
to the latest information about the situation at hand.
Otherwise, the IRBN remains the same. The property “salient” reads differently in different application
domains, and it is up to the domain experts to design
its specification. For example, in the Elder Care do-
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main, “salient” may read dangerous, e.g., when suspecting an intrusion intention to elders’ house, or the
elders’ committal suicide intention. It may also read
urgent, e.g., when detecting the elders’ intention to
find something to eat or something drink.
Accordingly, a simple change to the Algorithm 1
needs to be made.
Algorithm 2 After the first step (item 1) in Algorithm 1, insert the following item:
• If there is a “salient” intention in the current
IRBN W 0 , situate it according to the situation
at hand SIT, i.e. situate(W0 , SIT). Otherwise,
the IRBN remains the same.
For illustration, let us extend the previous example
in the Elder Care domain.
Example 5 (Elder Care (cont’d)) In the scenario provided in Example 4, the IRBN model (after
observing and including both actions) may vary depending on some factors such as the time of day,
of the elders’ last drink or last meal, his interest in
football, etc. For illustration, we design a simple
logical component for the IRBN to take into account
those factors.

provide a reserved pa rule/2 predicate which takes
the head and body of some pa/2 rule as its first and
second arguments, respectively, and includes preconditions for its activation in its own body. Thus, e.g.,
the second pa rule above means, if the elder’s last
eating is more than 3 hours ago, it is quite probably that he is being hungry (with probability 9/10)
(note that here the pa rule body, representing the precondition, is empty—represented by an empty list [])
Now, a situation is given by asserted facts representing it and, in order to find the probabilistic information specific to the given situation, we simply use the
XSB Prolog built-in findall /3 predicate [90] to find
all true pa/2 literals expressed by the pa rule/2 rules
with true bodies in the situation.
There are several predicates specific to the domain
knowledge base. For example, time/1 provides the
current time of the day (in hours). The predicates
last drink/1 and last eating/1, with an argument in
time, hold if the elder’s last drink and last meal were
at the given time, respectively.
Now let us exhibit how some different situations
can be encoded in our framework, and how they appropriately affect the intention recognition results, in
a context-dependent manner.

pa_rule(pa(hg(T),d_(0,1)),[])
:- time(X), last_eating(X1), X-X1 < 1.
pa_rule(pa(hg(T),d_(9,10)),[])
:- time(X), last_eating(X1), X-X1 > 3.
pa_rule(pa(thty(T),d_(1,10)),[])
:- time(X), last_drink(X1), X1-X < 1.
pa_rule(pa(thty(T),d_(9,10)),[])
:- time(X), last_drink(X1), X1-X > 3.

• If the current time is 18 (i.e. time(18)) and the
last time the elders ate was half an hour before (i.e. last eating(17.5)). But they did not
have any drink for 3 hours (e.g., last drink(14)).
Those three facts are asserted. Hence, the following two pa rule/2 literals are true, and are
updated into the general IRBN
pa_rule(pa(hg(T),d_(0,1)),[]).
pa_rule(pa(thty(T),d_(9,10)),[]).

pa_rule(pa(lr(T),d_(1,100)),[])
:- time(X), X > 0, X < 5.
pa_rule(pa(lw(T),d_(9,10)),[])
:- time(X), schedule(X1,football), X1 - X < 0.25, !.
pa_rule(pa(lw(T),d_(1,100)),[])
:- time(X), (X > 23; X < 5).

Basically, in P-log, probabilistic information is
given by pa/2 rules [38, 6]. For example, the rule
(pa(hg(T ), d (9, 10)) ← Body) means that the probability of being hungry (i.e. hg(T )) is 9/10 if the precondition in the body of the rule, Body, holds. We

Now the result is, V1 = 0.55; V2 = 0.77; V3 =
0.41; V5 = 0.21. It is now the case that looking for something to drink, i(Drink), is the most
likely intention, instead of looking for food as
previously.
• If the elder also had the last drink just half an
hour before (i.e. last drink(17.5)), then we have
the following two rules instead,
pa_rule(pa(hg(T),d_(0,1)),[]).
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pa_rule(pa(thty(T),d_(1,10)),[]).

We obtain, V1 = 0.60; V2 = 0.14; V3 =
0.54; V5 = 0.12. In other words, the intention of
looking for something to read, i(Book), becomes
the most likely intention.
• If we remain the situation, but shifting the
time to 1 a.m., that is, the facts time(1),
last eating(0.5), and last drink(0.5) hold. And
if there is no football scheduled around that
time, we additionally have two rules
pa_rule(pa(lr(T),d_(1,100)),[]).
pa_rule(pa(lw(T),d_(1,100)),[]).

We thus obtain, V1 = 0.40; V2 = 0.14; V3 =
0.29; V5 = 0.121, i.e., the intention of looking for something to read, i(Book), remains
the most likely intention.
But, if there
is football scheduled around that time, say,
schedule(1.15, f ootball), the we have additionally the following two rules instead,
pa_rule(pa(lr(T),d_(1,100)),[]).

be context dependent, that is, which intentions conceivably give rise to the action should depend on the
situation in which the action is observed [11, 10, 73].
Commonsense reasoning can be employed for this
purpose, which will be enacted by LP reasoning techniques [5] in the following.
The prior domain knowledge base KB is accompanied by a logic program PKB in order to help decide
which unit fragments for an observed action are selected in a given situation, i.e., which intentions are
conceivable. Let ∆ = {A1 , . . . , AN } be the set of actions of KB and Υi = {I| U FA (I, Ai ) ∈ KB} the
set of intentions that belong to a unit fragment for
action Ai in KB.
We say that an intention I is conceivable when observing action A if it is expected in the given situation
and there is no expectation to the contrary (a similar technique was used in [64, 67, 32]). Thus, for
1 ≤ i ≤ N and I ∈ Υi , PKB contains the following
rule:
conceivable(I) ← Ai , expect(I), not expect not(I).
Furthermore, for each I ∈
two rules:

pa_rule(pa(lw(T),d_(9,10)),[]).

Now the result is, V1 = 0.13; V2 = 0.14; V3 =
0.21; V5 = 0.12. In other words, he intention of
looking for the remote control now becomes the
most likely one.

SN

i=1

Υi , PKB contains

expect(I) ← Cond1 ,
expect not(I) ← Cond2 .

(12)

The rules about expectations are domain-specific
knowledge used to constrain the conceivable intentions in a situation. Counter-expectation rules supplement expectation rules for representing defeasible
conditions or exceptions.
Now suppose that an action A, A ∈ ∆, is observed.
The current situation is encoded by a logic program
SIT , consisting of LP facts describing the situation.
8.2 Situation-sensitive selection of In order to compute the set of conceivable intentions
that may give rise to Ai , we simply use the XSB
unit fragments
Prolog built-in findall/3 predicate [90] to find all true
In all the plan corpora benchmarks we have been conceivable/1 atoms of the program PKB ∪ SIT ∪
using in previous sections, no context-dependent se- {A ←}. This provides the operational definition of
lection of unit fragments for actions is needed. In the select(A, SIT ) operator discussed in Subsection
operator select(A,SIT) (recall from Subsection 4.1), 4.1.
the parameter SIT is always empty. However, the seFor illustration, we modified the previous example
lected set of intentions for an action should in general in Elder Care domain, as follows.
In short, we have demonstrated the flexibility of
our technique by means of representing situations as
logic programs, and used them to update the current IRBN. We show how the context information
can appropriately influence the interpretation of the
observed agent’s intention.
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Example 6 (Elder Care variant) An elderly person stays alone in his apartment. An intention
recognition system is set up to support his activities in the living room. At the moment the system
observes that the elder is looking around for something ( look). The knowledge base KB of the system has a unit IRBN for this action. For illustration, consider a small set of conceivable intentions,
Is = {book , water , weapon, lightSwitch}.

since they are expected in this situation, and there
are no expectations to the contrary (lines 1, 2, and
4). Hence, they are selected for constructing the
unit IRBN for action look, given the current situation. The intention weapon is irrelevant, or not conceivable, and can be ruled out immediately at this
situation-dependent selection stage.
If light is on,
tv is not on,
but
now the burglar alarm is ringing,
i.e,
SIT = {light on ←, burglar alarm ring ←}.
The accompanying logic program PKB contains the
Weapon is accordingly expected, and there is no
following rules, for each I ∈ Is:
expectation to the contrary (line 3). Furthermore,
conceivable(I) ← look, expect(I), not expect not(I). water and book are not expected (line 2). Hence,
there are two conceivable intentions: weapon and
Suppose in PKB the expectation and counter- lightSwitch.
expectation rules for these intentions are
If, additionally, the tv is on, that is,
SIT = {light on ←, tv on ←,
1. expect(book).
burglar alarm ring ←}, then the intention of looking
expect not(book) ← light off .
for the light switch is not expected (line 4). Hence,
expect not(book) ← burglar alarm ring.
looking for weapon is the only conceivable intention
2. expect(water).
recognizable in this situation.
expect not(water) ← light off .
Despite its simplicity, in considering only a small
expect not(water) ← burglar alarm ring.
set of possible conceivable intentions, this example
3. expect(weapon) ← burglar alarm ring.
has demonstrated how the LP techniques can help
expect not(weapon) ← light off .
to (significantly) reduce the size of the result IRBN,
expect not(weapon) ← no weapon availabe.
and sometimes reach the solution immediately. We
4. expect(lightSwitch).
envisage that the approach can provide even greater
expect not(lightSwitch) ← light on, tv on.
advantage, in terms of time complexity, when the set
of conceivable intentions is large.
For example, the rules in line 1 say the intention of
In this section we have presented two LP techlooking for a book is always expected except when the
light is off or the burglar alarm is ringing. Let us con- niques which aim at enabling and enhancing contextsider some cases. If at the moment the light is off, i.e. dependent intention recognition. Taking into account
SIT = {light off ←}, then conceivable(light switch) contextual information can help significantly reduce
is the only true conceivable/1 atom of the program the size of the IRBN in which the BN inference is perPKB ∪SIT ∪{look ←}. In this case, since there is only formed. Although much work remains to be done—
one conceivable intention, we can conclude immedi- including gathering real data or generating approately that looking for the light switch is the elder’s priate plan corpora to evaluate them—the proposed
techniques are quite promising. We envisage that all
intention, without having to construct an IRBN.
Now suppose the light is on, the tv is not on, these might be done using BNs solely, it however apand the burglar alarm is not ringing. That is, pears that their combination can provide a more efSIT = {light on ←}. Recall that what we consider ficient solution. The BN inference is much costlier
here are normal logic programs, with default nega- than LP inference. For example, consider a (defition. It means that if something is not stated true as nite) logic program that encodes all the causal relaa fact, its negation is true by default. There are three tions of a BN. In the general case, while the inference,
conceivable intentions, book, water, and lightSwitch, e.g. of a conditional probability in the BN, is expo24

nential, the corresponding deductive inference in the sented the so-called IPD plan corpora for the famous
logic program can be performed in polynomial time. strategies in the context of the iterated Prisoner’s
Dilemma. We employed the popular model of human behavior enacted by means of social learning
9 Conclusions
and
Future and evolutionary game theory to simulate intention
changes/abandonment—thus enabling us to evaluate
Work
the context-dependent aspect of our intention recognizer as well as its capability for dealing with intenWe have presented a novel method for context- tion changes/abandonment. Given that this moddependent and incremental intention recognition. elling approach has been widely adopted and emThe method is performed by dynamically construct- ployed in several fields, as diverse as Economics, Psying a three-layer BN model for intention recogni- chology and Biology [45, 79], the good performance of
tion (IRBN), from a prior knowledge base consist- the method for the IPD corpora makes it highly appliing of readily maintained and constructed fragments cable for a wide range of application domains therein.
of BN. Their simple structures allow easy mainte- In [35, 36, 34], we employ this intention recognition
nance by domain experts or automatically building method to implement strategies that outperform the
from available plan corpora. The three-layer IRBN most successful known strategies in the iterated Prisfollows a causal intentional structure [44, 83], from oner’s Dilemma [37].
causes/reasons (of intentions) to intentions (as causes
Herein we have also attempted to tackle the probof actions), then to (actually observed) actions. This lem where an observed agent may follow multiple incausal structure enabled us to appropriately capture tentions simultaneously in a more appropriate mandifferent aspects of the context-dependent intention ner. We formally described how to represent relationrecognition, from the context-dependent selection of ships amongst intentions in the Bayesian network for
intentions for the model construction to sensitizing intention recognition, particularly in order to mainprior probabilities of the intentions already in the tain its consistency when one needs to combine mumodel.
tually exclusive intentions [69]. This aspect is inThe presented above examples in the Elder Care dispensable in multiple intentions recognition, but
domain illustrate several aspects of our intention mostly omitted in previous work. However, the scalarecognition method, highlighting the importance of bility of our method remains to be seen. For its evaltaking into account contextual information – an as- uation we need to gather an appropriate plan corpus
pect usually omitted in the previous work [69, 26]. allowing for the possibility that users might pursue
In addition, for the first time, we have shown ex- multiple intentions simultaneously. An idea is that
perimentally that accounting for contextual informa- instead of giving users one task at a time (in the case
tion is crucial for the making of more accurate de- of the Linux or Unix domain [53, 8]), they are given
cisions about others’ intentions, whenever the ob- several, so that they can complete them separately
served agents might change or abandon their initial or in parallel. Another method is to use a planner to
goals/intentions. It is apparently an unavoidable as- generate interleaved plans for multiple intentions.
pect of real agents, clearly pointed out in [25, 26].
A limitation of the current formalization in the
Taking into account such information enables us to multiple intentions recognition case is that we need to
reckon with the reasons why the agents change or assume that the intentions to be combined are perabandon their goals/intentions.
fectly mutually exclusive. This assumption can be
Our method performs particularly well on the relaxed by utilizing a latent variable for any subset
Linux plan corpus, showing its applicability to the of perfectly mutually exclusive intention nodes. The
important interface-agents domain [47, 2, 55]. It out- latent variable figures in the BN either as a child or
performs the existent methods that make use of the parent of the nodes, whichever works better for incorpus. For further experimentation, we have pre- ference. We are exploring this direction to provide
25

a more general method for representing relationships
amongst intention nodes.
Another limitation of our current method is that it
did not explicitly take into account temporal evolution of domain variables in the BN. It is usually done
using Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) [69, 24, 1],
where the state of each variable is represented by
a series of nodes. In our method, the time evolution, to some degree, is implemented by means of
updating the IRBN from time to time. For example, the states of the cause/reason nodes are updated using an external logic program which represents the evolving world. In this way not only can
one significantly reduce the size of the BN, thereby
its inference complexity (as the LP inference is significantly less expensive), but the declarative representation and reasoning of the LP techniques [5] could
be important when the states of a node cannot be
easily represented in an explicit manner. However,
in domains where the states of the nodes might constantly change, the explicit time series representation of DBNs is apparently necessary. We envisage
to bring in, to some degree, the time series representation of DBNs [20, 24, 1], to improve our method.
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